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Classic Swiss Itinerary 

 

Swiss Overview 

This is a generic itinerary for Switzerland. We recommend talking to our Swiss Travel Expert to get a customized 

Swiss Itinerary curated specially for you keeping your interests, budget and other requirements in mind. 

7 to 8 nights is the most popular length for a Swiss itinerary because the Swiss Train or Swiss Travel pass generally 

comes with a validity of 3days, 4 days, 5 days, 8 days or 15 days. This pass allows one unlimited access not only on 

the extensive Swiss Rail network but also the bus, tram and ferry network and offers discounts and/or free entry to 

various mountain attractions, museums etc.  

This itinerary has been designed keeping in mind that you will be using the Swiss Train/Travel Pass to explore 

Switzerland.  

We also offer self-drive & chauffeur driven Swiss itineraries.  

Below itinerary has been designed with a split stay between Interlaken & Lucerne, both of which serve as 

convenient bases to explore popular sights of Switzerland. Please keep in mind that this is just a recommendation 

and we believe in customized travel solutions designed keeping you in mind.  
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5nts Interlaken 

 
Why Interlaken? 

Location: Interlaken is centrally located almost in the middle of Switzerland and features on most Swiss 

itineraries. It makes for a good base to make daytrips to Jungfraujoch, Grindelwald, Bern etc. It’s also possible to 

visit Lucerne, Mt. Titlis, Zermatt, Lausanne and Geneva on longer daytrips.  

Accommodation: Interlaken also has many apartments and hotels to pick from. From luxury accommodation to 

budget options, Interlaken is a big hub for tourism and its surrounding towns are also packed with tourist 

accommodation.  

Food: Interlaken has many restaurants serving various cuisines like Indian, Asian etc. This makes it a popular 

choice with tourists.  

Train Connectivity: Interlaken is well connected on the Swiss Rail network making it easy to visit other cities and 

regions of Swiss.  

Scenic Beauty: Flanked by two emerald coloured lakes and surrounded by mountains, Interlaken is beautiful. 

Inspite of all the tourist infrastructure it still manages to retain the charm of a Swiss town in the Alps. It’s 

surrounded by dense forests and alpine meadows & glaciers. 

Hub for Adventure Activities: Interlaken’s location gives one access to rivers and streams popular for river rafting 

and canyoning. The region is also very popular for Sky diving and Paragliding.  
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Day wise Itinerary for Interlaken 

Your activity on Day One depends on your flight/train connectivity and what time you arrive in Interlaken. It takes 

about 2 to 3 hours to reach Interlaken from any of the big airports of Swiss like Zurich, Geneva or Basel.  

It’s always a good idea to enjoy a boat ride on Lake Thun on the first day and just relax as you sail past beautiful 

castles and mountains.  

  

Day 2 can be spent exploring the most popular mountain attraction of Switzerland- Junfraujoch. A Bollywood 

restaurant on top along with ice caves and jaw dropping views leave most visitors in awe.  

On Day 3 we recommend exploring Lake Geneva region. This region is big and encompasses places like Geneva, 

Lausanne, Montreux etc. It’s not possible to see everything on a daytrip so pick the places and towns that sound 

most interesting to you.  

On Day 4 it’s time to visit the pedestrian town of Zermatt and the Matterhorn. This charming ski resort does not 

have vehicles and you can feel the purity and calm all around.  

 

On Day 5 get adventurous. Interlaken and the surrounding area is heaven for adventure enthusiasts. Try river 

rafting, canyoning, skydiving, paragliding etc.  

On day 6 you check-out of Interlaken accommodation and transfer to Lucerne.  
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 2nts Lucerne+ 1nt City of Departure 

 
Why Lucerne?  

Location: Located on Lake Lucerne this is one of the 10 biggest cities of Switzerland. It allows access to central 

and eastern Switzerland.  

Accommodation: While the city itself offers numerous hotels, the shores of Lake Lucerne offer some luxury 

hotels that must be on your bucket list like the Burgenstock Resort and its rooftop spa pool. 

Train Connectivity: Lucerne is well connected on the Swiss Rail network making it easy to visit other cities and 

regions of Swiss.  

Day wise Itinerary for Lucerne 

On day 6 you will check –out of Interlaken and arrive in Lucerne. Enjoy the day exploring the city and its many 

attractions like the old town, lion monument and various museums.  

On Day 7 Head to Mount Titlis. This mountain attraction of Swiss is the most fun with a rotating cable car that 

takes you to the top to the snow fun you can have here like sledging, snow flights etc.  
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On Day 8 we recommend visiting the capital city of Bern, a chocolate factory and a cheese factory. We arrange 

chocolate making sessions as well. This region also has some beautiful medieval towns and castles. Alternatively 

you can opt to visit the town of Locarno & Lugano which are more Italian in nature due to their location close to 

the Italy border. At night transfer to an airport hotel in the city of your departure.  

 

On Day 9 Fly back home.  


